Telegram from Marion Heffernan and Austin Hall Sunday announce the deaths of their mothers. Five students ask prayers for deceased relatives or friends, and four for sick persons.

The Week.

Wednesday, 7:30, p.m. Sermon by Father Lavin on the Passion of Our Lord.
Thursday, feast of the Annunciation, 6:20 a.m., Pastor Duty Mass.
Friday, feast of the Mother of Sorrows, Holy Communion for the deceased mothers of Notre Dame men.

7:00 p.m., Way of the Cross.

Questions From the Survey.

Three hundred and seventy Surveys have been received to date. They contain one hundred and seventy-five questions for answer on the Bulletin -- different questions, that is, on questions on the ideal Notre Dame man, the modern girl, Saturday night dancing, etc. are asked by a number of students. The following questions are selected for answer today:

1. Why don't you leave more space for answers?
   Ans. Use an extra sheet if you like. In its present form the questionnaire is most convenient for tabulation; if it were any larger you might never get a report.

2. Why do you ask for hall, course, etc., when these questions identify the students and cut down the number of answers?
   Ans. No Student need answer these questions if he does not want to. The hall is given merely for the purpose of using interhall competition to bring in more answers. For Sophomore Hall, for instance, drastic measures have to be used to bring in answers. The other questions are useful for statistical purposes in showing trends.

3. Just what does the editor think of the modern girl?
   Ans. Send self-addressed and stamped envelope for reply.

4. How would the Church stand if birth control became a law?
   Ans. As ever, the Catholic Church would oppose any law contrary to the natural law. The spiritual welfare of citizens is always higher than their material welfare, and the Church is higher than the state, inasmuch as the Church is the last resort in determining matters of spiritual welfare.

5. Is it wise to marry a Protestant?
   Ans. Read chapter IV of the recent Survey report and the references given there.

6. Does the Survey do anyone any good?
   Ans. Read the Introduction to the recent Survey.

7. How can we find the party who stole our Bongalose box?
   Consult crystal-gazer O'Boyle (in person). He's got the dope.